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General Information 

This update can exclusively be used for the PSS®SINCAL Platform 13.0. It can't be used with other 

product versions! 

Procedure for Installation with Update Wizard 

 Close all running PSS SINCAL Platform applications 

 Decompress the Zip archive 

 Starting the Update Wizard. It automatically detects the existing PSS SINCAL Platform 

installation and updates all components. 

Procedure for Manual Installation with Update Files 

Attention: Administrator rights are necessary to supply the update! 

 Close all running PSS SINCAL Platform applications 

 Decompress the Zip archive 

 Copy the directories/files into PSS SINCAL Platform installation directory 

 Start the program PSS Tool and then press the button "Register" in the tab "Administration"  

If you have further questions, please contact the PSS SINCAL Support (phone +43 699 12364435,  

e-mail sincal@simtec.cc). 

Additions/Corrections Update 3 (January 31, 2017) 

This update contains all the additions of the previous updates and on top of that the following error 

corrections and additions.  

PSS SINCAL User Interface 

 Lasso selection mode 

Correction of a bug in lasso selection mode, when advanced graphic rendering is switched off. 

 ISO Area legend 

In certain cases, the values of the ISO-area were not properly calculated legend. 

PSS SINCAL Electrical Networks 

 Load profile calculations 

Fixed of bug when processing connections in load profile calculations. There were no correct 

results available. 

 Interchange power 

Modified sequence when processing interchange power records. 

 Virtual database in calculations  

Automatic generation of calculation parameters when importing into virtual database. 

 Short circuit  

Fixed of bug in considering asynchronous machines with ASM Input "Ir" at VDE0 102/IEC 909. 
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 Dynamics 

New registry key for transformers if necessary to disable the control characteristic: 

[HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\Siemens\SINCAL\13.5\Simulation] 

"NETO_CTRL_SIMPLE"=dword:00000001 

PSS SINCAL Pipe Networks 

 General 

Correction of a wrong message display at water towers. 

PSS NETOMAC 

 SIMULINK models 

Improved implementation, when simulation time steps are not equidistant.  

Korrektur eines Fehlers  

 Model editor 

The graphic was no longer drawn at the opening of the project. 

 BOSL  

Improved processing of complex values in FORTRAN blocks. 

Additions/Corrections Update 2 (January 9, 2017) 

This update contains all the additions of the previous updates and on top of that the following error 

corrections and additions.  

PSS SINCAL Electrical Networks 

 Workflow manager 

Enhanced workflow manager.  

 Equipment sizing 

The cost input data in the dialog on the configuration page were not always properly 

considered. 

 Contingency analysis 

Only allow load shedding, when resupply is activated. 

 Motor start-up with autotransformer  

During startup with autotransofmer a wrong voltage was checked (from the auxiliary node). 

Then, it could happen that falsely the E3258 error message was displayed. 

 Protection coordination with initial load 

The implementation has been redesigned to avoid convergence problems. Now, optionally the 

function for consideration of changed network topology can be activated with the 

"PROT_LF_CHANGE_CUR_DIR" registry switch. But by default, this is disabled (as previous 

versions). 

 Short circuit with coupling data  

For VDE standards, leakage losses and capacities were not removed. This led to incorrect 

results in coupling data. 

 Verify connection conditions  

For the load flow procedure RST a problem with temporary control of transformers was fixed. 
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PSS SINCAL Pipe Networks 

 Pressure curve diagrams 

Automatic generation was only possible, if there were not available any network element 

groups. This has been changed in this way that it is checked if there are network element 

groups of profile curve type are available. 

 Contingency analysis heating 

In certain cases, isolated nodes were not reset and therefore also not connected elements. This 

problem has been solved. 

PSS NETOMAC 

 Linearization of models 

Advanced implementation to support linearization of SIMULINK models. 

 Block RATELIM (STEILBEG) 

Correction processing limits in HZ4 HZ5. Values were reversed. 

 Tabular view 

Improved display of grouping with multiline table headings. 

 Project explorer 

The function for selecting the active file in the project explorer did not always work properly. This 

problem has been solved. 

 PSS E controller 

Fixed of a problem when processing the parameters for GGOV controller. 

 Calculation settings dialog box 

Fixed of bug when editing the settings for the optimization. 

Additions/Corrections Update 1 (November 29, 2016) 

This update contains the following error corrections and additions. 

PSS SINCAL User Interface 

 Charts 

Correction for interactive move data labels, &[ValX] was not shown. 

 Legend container 

Fixed display issues. 

 Highlightings 

The minimum line width for highlightings in the network graphics has falsely not been 

determined with the higher resolution available in PSS SINCAL 13.0. This error has been 

corrected and now also the necessary adjustment for HighDPI Displays is carried out. 

 Annotation and filter 

Fixed of memory bug in annotation of protection devices with long names. 
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PSS SINCAL Electrical Networks 

 Protection coordination 

Fixed of a bug when displaying registered fault current in It graph. 

Fixed of a bug when generating the tripping characteristics. For the option of voltage (at network 

area settings) the current bands on the it-result charts were generated incorrectly. 

Correction for protection devices on connectors.  

 Protection analysis 

Advanced filter function in the results view. 

Fixed of bug in recalculation of reverse routes.  

 Low voltage circuit breaker 

In the creation of tripping characteristics the low voltage circuit breakers are specially handled. 

The tolerance characteristic is now displayed for the I>> zone, too. 

Improved display for tolerance characteristic. 

 Dynamics 

Changed implementation of transformer control characteristics. 

Fixed of a bug at the model initialization. Time and date were not set correctly for LC, LF_INC, 

and LF_OP calculation. This problem caused that the variable #SIMDATE was not set. Thus, 

the models were not properly initialized.  

Support of plot output for values in global models. 

Fixed of bug in exporting DC transformers. At help transformers the connection to the ground 

may only be created if the network is asymmetric. 

 Short circuit 

Fixed of bug in generators with internal impedance and proloaded short-circuit procedures. 

 Harmonics 

Fixed of bug in saving resonance networks. 

 Load flow optimization 

Corrections for optimization with genetic algorithm.  

 PV curves 

New registry setting for calculations after not convergent flow: 

[HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\Siemens\SINCAL\13.0\Simulation] 

"GenPV_CalcLastConvergent"=dword:00000001 

Correcting wrong Info message for P and Q during PV calculation. 

 Load profile 

Fixed of a bug when on the link node loads with profiles were assigned to. 

PSS NETOMAC 

 Load flow 

Recreation of the original implementation in the convergence control of loads. The behavior now 

corresponds to the previous version again. 

 Signals in the user interface 

Improved display of signals with complex size in the user interface (signal export, diagram 

compilation, etc.). 


